Number of responses
Total
Age
Race
Hispanic?
Language
Housing
Format
Demographics
Age

118
106
95
87
118
103
118

18-29
13.2%
Asian/Indian
1.1%
Yes
2.3%
English
99.2%
Owner
54.4%
Paper
83.9%

30-49
44.3%
Pacific
0.0%
No
97.7%
Spanish
0.8%
Renter
44.7%
Online
16.1%

50-64
28.3%
White
90.5%

Environment
23
25
34
12
11
13
0.60

Park
15
15
20
24
19
25
0.44

Rankings (split age)
Environment
1
17
2
11
3
17
4
9
5
4
6
3
1
5
2
14
3
14
4
2
5
5
6
5
Importance (18-49)
0.68
Importance (50+)
0.60
Rankings (split housing)
Environment

Race
Hispanic?
Language
Housing
Format

65
14.2%
Black
2.1%

Native
1.1%

Multiple
5.3%

Senior
6
11
16
19
26
40
0.32

Arts
4
13
27
24
20
30
0.37

Housing
30
17
25
11
16
19
0.56

Infrastructure
36
27
15
18
11
11
0.64

Park
5
10
8
12
12
14
6
5
9
8
6
11
0.42
0.45

Senior
1
4
6
9
14
27
5
7
8
9
8
8
0.24
0.47

Arts
2
7
13
15
13
11
1
4
12
7
6
15
0.41
0.35

Housing
13
14
11
5
10
8
13
3
10
5
6
8
0.59
0.56

Infrastructure
22
15
6
10
7
1
12
5
8
8
3
9
0.73
0.56

Park

Senior

Arts

Housing

Infrastructure

Other
1.0%

Rankings (all)

50 plus

18-49

1
2
3
4
5
6
Importance

own
rent

1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
Importance (own)
Importance (rent)

6
19
16
8
4
3
15
5
14
2
5
5
0.64
0.65

9
9
6
10
10
12
3
6
9
10
7
11
0.48
0.41

3
4
4
11
16
18
3
7
8
5
7
16
0.30
0.37

3
5
11
11
10
16
0
6
12
11
9
8
0.37
0.40

11
7
11
6
10
11
13
10
9
5
5
4
0.51
0.65

23
11
6
10
1
5
10
8
7
8
9
4
0.73
0.57

Environment
Lights = safety for our kids and families
Solar lights
Solar lights [underlined]
Solar panels on street lights

Lights and solar lights

More residential lighting for safety
Turn off lights when not needed! … Concerning my choice for #1: the flood
lights in Logan stay on till late every night for no observable reason. It’s a huge
waste, the idea of solar is ridiculous if we continue in this fashion
Finance programs or connection to solar vendors
Affordable solar for residents (grants? Loans?)
Raingardens volunteer effort, no NRP $! Solar – maybe someday
solar panels for residents (a collective group)
I’ve been hoping for a grant tomake solar panels/solar power actually
affordable. I’d love to be able to put some electricity back into the grid instead of
using xcel/center point. Fitures crossed that it happens?

Residential solar

Neighborhood plant swap
Raingardens volunteer effort, no NRP $! Solar – maybe someday
Rain gardens [underlined]
Promote environmental health – less spraying of pesticides, help prevent
polluting runoff in storm sewer

Plants and Bees

Promote bee health
neighborhood plant plants for pollinators, have classes on how to
Work with CEE to provide grants that will lesson our impact on the environent.
Rain gutters, bee hives, flowers, fruit trees, etc
Dog walkers – I’m tired of dogs pooping on my lawn and peeing on my snow.
Enforce this issue. Also: outdoor burning in firepits – smoke pollution // and
neighbors who use fragrant dryer sheets – ban them (the scented dryer sheets,
not the neighbors)
Assist the city’s effort for fall clean up of streets and alleys. They are
inadequate. Logan park neighbrohood was swept before all the leaves come
down. 2017 Alley drains down the middle of the alley, are never swept. Sweep
yours out, you will be surprised what you find
Mission Statement should show concern for a healthy environment esp given
that global climate change is the #1 concern at this time. Think Global act local.
But how about cleaning the trash we sometimes collect?
Let’s build the first Twin Cities indoor vertical farming complex, perhaps lowincome rent for housing units could be partly a barter system with framing labor
exchanged for rent

Other Environment

$ for turf alternatives in yars, bigger recycling bins or more frequent pick-up
At most basic level is an organism’s environment Thank Maslow’s Hierarchy of
needs. We need a healthy environment to thrive and move on to next levels of
actualization. Socail, architecture, arts,. SO I suggest a healthy environment is
the most basic need. It should be in our mission statement. Think global, act
local. Ex: Stenciling of street drains. Keeps excess nutrients and garbage out of
the driver. This past year was the largest dead zone in Mississippi Delta, Gulf of
Mexico. Acting local with an eye to protecting gulf would be not raking leaves
into the street.
Waterbottle refill stations added to water fountains
Park Related Projects
Dog park in Logan Park [not sure if park or neighborhood]
… or maybe a small off-leash dog area [by Edison high school?]

Dog park

dog park
Workout equipment (circled)
Workout equipment only
Workout equipment (circled) – YES!

Workout equipment

pullup bar at the park

Workout equipment

A local, public or affordable community gym would be amazing
outdoor, public circuit-traning equipment (eg pull-up bar) around Logan Park
Longer ice rink hours and longer season
Open skating are of ice rink is far too small. Use the burns already there and
flood the whole ball field. You won’t need to haul dirt in and out every year and
the rink will draw more people

Ice rink related

Movies in the park
Outdoor musical instruments (see Freenotes Harmony Park)
Concerts in Logan Park / Live music
Concerts/events in the park

Movies/Music/Theater park
programming

Community theater in the summer
Music programming, how do we make our parks “hang out places” like they are
in other cities like San Francisco, for example.
young families, preteen and teen activities
My #1 and #2 priorities are very close. When I mean park relate projects, I'm
mostly focused on youth/adult programming and not so much infrastructure,
though that could use some love too.
include outdoor activities other than sports

Activities for kids/teens

Long term assets like parks can keep kids out of trouble while they have a safe
space to build positive community. Splash pads would be a great addition that
connects people of all diversity and connects generations of all ages, incomes,
ethnicities, and gender
Put a community garden in the knoll by Edison high school
More community gardens would be nice
Community garden – flowers!… Many times when I bring up plants, they get
thrown. Maybe make Logan Park prettier with more flowers. Or have a plant
exchange.

Gardens

add updates inside and out, safe structured park benches
free parking at parks, maintaining the parks. No extra projects as the ones
listed above
Kids pool improvements that have been delayed
Air pumps, tube/or vending? (for tires)
Volunteer efforts, not NRP $!
Improvements to tennis courts in Logan Park
expand playground

Other park-related

excellent way to get lots of involvement
Fresh sand! More trees! Outside play things ie, balls, buckets
make it inclusive for all ages
intuitively placed walking paths
intentional quiet areas
solar panels on the park building roof

Senior Issues
Home audits (a lot of the older houses have stairs)
age in place classes – how to stay in your house at any age
Only if the audits are voluntary
Volunteer organization to help with needs
How can we make our sidewalks friendlier in the winter?
Neighborhood nurse service, neighborhood reduced rates on everything,
everywhere for 65+ age. Logan Park could be 1st prototype for such a program
Security gardens
Be nice to have our own neighborhood volunteers to help seniors, sick, low
income with things like home repairs

Aging in place

Organize some of the neighborhood youth to do “storycorp” style interviews
with local elders
Nutrition info
Landscape/patio redesign/improvements to Holland High Rise
I’m interested in this.. but not sure what?
senior achieves based on jr. achievement models

Arts and Culture
Utility box wraps
Logan park signage
Keep Marshall historic and arts-friendly, no more high-rises
Volunteer effort
Artist studios and housing have to be a major priority – we need artists living
and working in Northeast – they put us on the map as a nation hub for the arts
Mural under Monroe railroad bridge; paint the pavement
Help artist by funding projects/classes in their studio
Well, it’s the NE Arts District after all… Forecast is an awesome Public Arts nonprofit in St. Paul they could certainly help with this area…
history classes, art/culture call for projects to enhance the neighborhood
artistic: lights, sculptures, outdoor furniture, trash cans, & signs
Art to cover utility boxes.
Housing
Loan programs and grants are A+ glad to see they are available
NRP money [for housing] was great
Improving housing stock
We've used the home improvement low interest loans and really liked that
opportunity. I'd love for my neighbors to be literally invested in our
neighborhood.

Loan programs for owners

Some kind of incentive for home owners to fix up the exterior of their homes.
Like get rid of old siding.
Maintenance loans, volunteers for elderly
Affordable housing for 50 + up
Affordable housing for refugees, not u.s. citizens, vets, [is] not fair. Housing lists
now have 8 years waiting list… People are displaced, scared …
Affordable housing for youth (20-39 yr olds) that may be struggling with the
recession issues, health and family problems. A lot [of] people I hear about like
this become, or are homeless, squished together, sleeping on couches, they
cannot afford $1000 mo. rent for cubicle studio space. It’s sad. We can house
immigration, yes, thanks, but US citizens are suffering now too. Please help.
Need more dental help but HOUSING MOSTLY (mins houses, habitate for
humanity) Our people here our citizens and vets.
Affordable housing investment (circled)
No one should be homeless
We must further diversity our neighborhood to keep it vibrant and welcoming.
Rising home prices and rent threaten this.

“Affordable housing” is often spoken of as $950.00 per month rent. For elderly
on SS bringing in $1200.00 per month, that has to be cut in half in order for
them to be able to pay for medicine, food, transportation, utilities, any extras, [?]
No more high rises. No taking peoples’ homes. Medium density housing.
No more low income housing please
Rent (and tax) ceilings
If we are taxed out of our homes, there is nowhere for us to go!

Affordable-housing related

Is there any vacant/badly used land in NE Mpls? Maunfactured housing s/b
investigated. Logan Park could elicit cooperation of other NE neighborhoods to
be the mavericks in this endeavor
If NE put all our money together, perhaps we could build something for all of us
to benefit from. Demolish what used to be Northrup King and build a senior
living center (not tenements) the likes of which has not been seen. Galleries
can locate in small spots (quanit) anywhere, whereas seniors are fast
approaching 60% of the population. Somebody have some guts and vision.
Improve leaders

Other Housing

Housing is getting too expensive
Maybe not your area, but Mpls Public Housing Authority Really needs more
buildings
Focus on renters and rental housing; emergency rental support (circled)
More [housing] shelters
matching grants, home repair classes with tool library, home repairs
absentee landlords are a problem
what about those of us already here and stable and what about homeowners
not renters? I've rented a ton and know I never got involved until I owned.
Infrastructure
Make Broadway one lane each way with bike lanes. This road has become
aggressively dangerous. Slow down the speed.
Broadway is very dangerous walking, driving, biking, This needs to be first
priority… please do something about the dangerous traffic on broadway
Broadway calming

Broadway Issues

More bike-friendly routes, especially along Broadway!
Collaborate with other neighborhoods abutting Broadway to demand traffic
calming for safety on Broadway Street. It's a street not a freeway
Protected bike lanes, improved walkability
Safer bike and pedestrian crossings
More walking areas around the neighborhood
Bike boulevards
I would like more bike areas, maybe something that connects to Boom Island
More bike-pedestrian paths and a current map of same
Bump-outs @ intersections, zebra crossings, traffic calming, dedicated bike
lanes wherever possible
Artful crosswalks or paint the pavement!
Make quincy st. from broadway – indeed brewing a pedestrian only street

Bike and walk

I LOVE to bike and walk with my 2 small children, it’s one of the reasons we live
in this neighborhood – more cleaner improved sidewalks and bikelanes
encourage everyone to get out of their cars
Close the street to cars between university and 4th st. NE on 13th. Let all of
those businesses occupy more of the street space and add other pedestrian
and bike-friendly places to hang out – maybe a semi-permenent tent all winter
with a nightly bonfire
Pay attention to sidewalk safety and accessibility
I would like to see some money spent on very minor pedestrian and bike
connections that are overlooked the city - identify and fill in desire paths
Year-round safe-sidewalks: ~this is in our Mission Statement for a walkable &
connected neighborhood
Resident parking permits for high traffic areas
Parking available for new infrastructure being built
Permit parking for residents in congested areas

Permit parking

Our founders/community builders were wise in realizing citizens should be able
to park in front of their houses to load and unload everything. To destroy this …
for a some-time used bike path is a disgrace and cruel, shameful!!! **
[continued] This practice is ruining our lives where we live, and life is hard
enough already

Permit parking

we need to do a better job of removing snow and ice
shovel the sidewalks
Public sidewalk snow removal especially on 13th.

Neighborhood-wide sidewalk snow clearance. Icy sidewalks are a huge
problem for everyone. Program could include paying local residents to shovel
sidewalks in front of seniors’ homes or people with disabilities or single parents,
or anyone that needs help. Or could be everywhere a pilot for something the
city is considering. We could also contract with a snow removal company
Shovel access to park benches in winder, and sweep them off. A place to sit for
a minute while out on a winter walk would be nice
No more roundabouts. No idea if any are in the works but there one on 17 th is
terrible and unnecessary
No, too much traffic problems with the bike lanes

Snow removal

Traffic issues

Traffic flow
But what about cars? Is there no place in our neighborhood for cars?
Better lighting by the Indeed Brewery. I was driving to Northrup King Bldg, west
on 15th, and a man from a group was pounding on my car, a train stopped me
and he came to my window SCARY
Alleys: keep them clean & well lit
Install more street lights to impede crime

Lighting

have better lighting and art under railroad bridges on Monroe
Better lighting between central ave and washington ave. on broadway to
provide greater after dark pedestrian safety
Most of Logan Park has street lamps instead of wooden poles – Not sure if LP
has it, but it could be a cool thing to have every street have it and use it as our
“signature” or in a logo
Fix pot holes and road + bridge maintenance
No apartment buildings in neighborhoods. Don’t let outside developers take
over.
water, bathrooms, etc. for runners
[infrastructure] is a high priority but it has been getting a lot of “attention”
already for the past few years
Bring the other 17 all the way NE. The transfer point articulation is terrible on
this “half-hour” segement. GPS has not improved connections
restaurants, retail space too
street parking calming, alley speed reduced
Graffiti removal: I’d like to see our neighborhood employ 2 people to
remove/cover graffiti during the summer. It is a blight on our neighborhood. I
think a neighborhood in S. Mpls (Lyndale West?) does this.
test for environmental particulates from traffic and its effect on our health.
plant gardens along the alleys & name the alley after a plant
paint garages
institute another "hands across the alley" event to meet neighbors while
cleaning/planting the alley

Other/Misc

Other Infrastructure

Keep up or connect w/the next door logan park to report crime, report missing
pets, etc.
Safety – what are thoughts on cameras at parks and higher crime areas?
Crime/safety – better patrols given recent break-ins in area
I think the most important priority is safety (other neighborhoods chip in for
owners' safety improvements)

Crime/safety

Police on bikes program, it is great in summer
Thank you for all your work!
Thanks for having this in Spanish

Thanks

Thank you for your community involvement, without volunteers, very little good
would get done
Lack of ice cream shops! - Margot, age 8
#1 Priority education
More trash bins and dog bag dispensers in neighborhood
There is a block nurse program? Where, when, what. Have never heard of one
here.
More stuff for teenagers to do
Small businesses – keep the neighborhood interesting and diverse
Remove hatred, bigotry, and fascism from the neighborhood
Improve cultural relations
Find ways to put our neighbors of color and our local artists and small business
owners at the center of these discussions. They are the soul of the
neighborhood and their voices should be amplified. This is how we avoid
becoming another uptown. No more high-rises unless they are provided
accessibility to diverse populations
Only [parks] should have money spent on it. No more bike lanes, speed bumps,
or curb outs. I see about 2 to 3 people a day riding bikes, yet there are bike
lanes all over. All the bike lanes and curb outs do is cause traffic congestion
Host a food shelf
Get kids off streets – activities with food provided
Homeless outreach, maybe a counselor on site
Drugs: would you be open to hosting an NA or AA meeting?
Neighborhood meetups at coffee shop
Food and clothing drives
find a project to work on with a connected neighborhood such as sheridan. st.
anthony east, holland, or ne park
make the small area plan of the neighborhood vision not just a document that
never sees the light of day
[classes] buying a house what to do after the mortgage is paid off, a resource
center of what is available in NE minneapolis and hennepin county
To be honest, the parentheticals all seem to skew to a progressive social justice
perspective I think is misplaced for our neighborhood association.
Celebrate acheivements: have events/parties to recognize those who champion
projects through completion, gifts would be great, invite the neighbors
Go to card for nice ride
Create incentives for rehabing empty commercial buildings. Example, the
storefront on University and 17th always has graffiti, we need a small corner
store or workout facility, restaurant, anything to occupy that corner
Can you tell the police, ambulence, and fire dept to limit sirens late nights and
early mornings through the neighborhoods?
Remove religion from politics
Remove Republicans from office
Higher wages
I Pay Duplex Taxes NOT single family home taxes

Misc

